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ROSS L. SHIPMAN*

Energy on the U.S.-Mexico Border
INTRODUCTION
Today the search for hydrocarbons and the exploitation of the oil and/
or gas that results from a successful search is dominated by rules and
regulations. In Texas and the other states on the United States side of the
international boundary there are federal and state rules that restrict and
control the work of the searchers and producers. In Mexico, the regulators,
searchers, and producers are all part of the federal governmental establishment, with all of the rules and restrictions of any federal agency.
Substantial differences in the ownership of minerals and in the exploration and exploitation of minerals exist between Mexico and the United
States. With productive fields already located, and with the potential for
much greater reserves to be found, it is prudent to ask what provision
has been made or should be made for the efficient, economical, and
coordinated exploitation of energy resources which transcend international
boundaries. For example, what arrangements have been made or should
be made if political boundaries between the two countries divide a productive field? It is timely now to develop a binational policy for the
exploitation of offshore hydrocarbon reservoirs that transcend the U.S.Mexico international boundary in the Maritime Boundary Region where
the mineral rights belong to the nations involved.
ENERGY RESOURCES
Liquid mineral deposits that extend across a national frontier on land

territory or a dividing line on the continental shelf and continental slope
between adjacent or opposite countries have been of increasing interest
during the past two decades. Several transboundary reservoirs of petroleum or natural gas have been discovered, and since the early 1960s a
number of international agreements have been negotiated dealing with
the problems of exploiting the reservoirs. These negotiations and agreements have engendered an emerging concept of cooperation between
neighboring countries, as has already occurred with water resources shared
by two or more nations.'
*President and Chief Executive Officer, Live Oak Energy, Inc., an independent oil and gas
exploration and production corporation, based in Austin, Texas.
1. Lagoni, Oil and Gas DepositsAcross National Frontiers,73 AM. J. INT'L L. 215, 216 (1973).
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ONSHORE
In the formative period of oil development in the United States, the
law of ownership evolved from the early law of capture. Oil and gas in
the ground belonged to the owner of the land. However, he or she had
to control it. If the oil or gas escaped to an adjoining tract of land, and
if that owner captured it, the oil or gas was his. The only remedy was
to drill first and recover the oil before your neighbor did.2
While the years have brought laws and controls to development and
to production, and economics and law have encouraged the concept of
conservation by well spacing, controlled production rates, and reservoir
unitization to assure efficient operations and to protect the owner's equity,
the principle of private mineral ownership has been maintained as a basic
right of the citizen of the United States. In the attempts at regulation and
conservation, this right of ownership is paramount.
The mineral owner leases his or her land to a driller who drills a well
to explore for hydrocarbons. A successful exploration effort results in
production that is owned by both the driller and the mineral owner in an
agreed ratio. Governmental authority is exercised by the state to the extent
of conservation and protection of the public's interests, such as preventing
contamination of surface or ground waters. The Texas Railroad Commission, created by the state legislature in 1891, is the constituted authority regulating the oil and gas industry in Texas. 3 In Mexico the minerals
belong to the nation and their exploitation is attuned to the interests of a
single entity, Petroleos Mexicanos (PEMEX). PEMEX is an integrated
oil and gas company owned by the Mexican government.
These two systems are in confrontation at the U.S.-Mexico border
when a reservoir transcends the political dividing line. In the U.S. -Mexico
border region, the exploration for and exploitation of hydrocarbons has
been underway for nearly fifty years, yet there appears not a single instance
of unified or coordinated exploitation involving the two countries. This
unmanaged environment, with operations in secret and the law of capture
superseding equity and reservoir engineering, appears a reversion to earlier days and their mores.
There is no question that the territorial sovereignty of both nations
extends to the mineral resources in the soil and subsoil of their land
territory and territorial sea to an unlimited depth. This exclusive authority
exists whether or not the deposit has been discovered or the country is
able or intends to exploit it. No other nation may exercise any right over
these mineral resources without the consent of the territorial country. This
2. See generally Utton & McHugh, An InstitutionalArrangementfor Developing Oil and Gas in
the Gulf of Mexico, in this volume.
3. TEXAS OIL AND GAS HANDBOOK 1 (Rev. ed. 1985).
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also holds true for the mineral resources of the continental shelf and the
continental slope although, in this case, the countries have "exclusive
sovereign right" rather than full territorial sovereignty.'
Differences in the law and the private ownership of minerals in the
United States effectively preclude satisfactorily addressing the problem
of hydrocarbon reservoirs that transcend the U.S.-Mexico international
boundary onshore at this point in time by enactment of law. The mineral
estate is owned by individuals, state governments, the federal government, corporations, partnerships, etc, and exploration and exploitation is
regulated by the state governments. Owners of temporary mineral leases
must of necessity drill and develop while their leases are valid. Negotiations in lieu of treaty obligations can be generated by the economics of
development and production. This would necessarily be on a field-byfield basis and would involve the geologists, engineers, and attorneys of
the operators-private companies and mineral owners in the United States,
and in Mexico, PEMEX-rather than by established international agreements. U.S. drillers are now drilling adjacent to the boundary, as is
PEMEXV Cooperative development is possible, and cooperation will be
precipitated because the engineering and economics of the recovery of
the oil or gas reserves make cooperation expedient. While this might not
seem the ideal system for international planners, it can work and could
be satisfactory. There now are reservoirs of oil and gas common on both
sides of the international boundary between Texas and Tamaulipas, Texas
and Nuevo Leon, and Texas and Coahuila, and these reservoirs are currently producing oil and gas in both countries with each country effectively
producing its own oil and gas. 6
CONTINENTAL SHELVES
The area of the United States-Mexico maritime international boundary
that extends from land 200 miles seaward is at present undeveloped for
oil or gas. The owners of the minerals on both sides of the unmarked but
very real international boundary are the federal governments. Initially,
exploration and development of oil and gas offshore from the United
States in the Gulf of Mexico took place under the jurisdiction of the
individual states. In the mid-1930s Texas and Louisiana allowed exploration, and began leasing acreage in 1945. The United States government
and the coastal states argued the ownership of the offshore minerals until,
4. Lagoni, supra note 1, at 216.
5. Personal observation of the author.
6. Wells producing on one side of the border are offset by wells on the other side of the border,
production of hydrocarbons thereby preventing migration of hydrocarbons in the reservoir from one
country to the other.
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in 1945, the Truman Proclamation declared that the resources of the
subsoil and seabed of the continental shelf were the exclusive property
of the U.S. government. In 1953 President Dwight D. Eisenhower signed
into law the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act and the Submerged Lands
Act.7 These acts assigned responsibility for managing the offshore federal
lands to the Department of the Interior and modified the Truman Proclamation by giving states jurisdiction over submerged lands from the low
watermark to a three mile limit, or further if a state could demonstrate
that a different boundary had been historically recognized and enforced
(Texas and Florida successfully claimed three leagues). 8 While the systems of exploration and exploitation are different-private industry in the
United States and PEMEX in Mexico-an international policy can be
developed prior to drilling the first exploratory wells that can assure the
maximum efficient economic recovery of the hydrocarbon reserves and
establish equity for Mexico and the United States.
Sovereign rights end at the international boundary dividing line of the
continental shelf and continental slope, so any mineral deposit that extends
across a boundary line is divisible into physical areas, each of which falls
under the authority of the individual nation. That division of authority is
insufficient, however, to resolve the problems of deposits of liquid minerals shared by the two countries, because it is impossible for a country
to determine the precise amount of petroleum or natural gas it owns
without the cooperation of the other country involved. 9
The area of the United States-Mexico international boundary in the
Pacific Ocean as well as in the Gulf of Mexico is potentially productive
of oil and gas. In the Pacific, the U.S. Department of the Interior is
planning to sell oil and gas leases offshore in the border area. This is
being called the southern borderline offshore California waters sale, and
it has already generated extensive geophysical exploration activity far
seaward from the shore. It has also generated political activity, with
Senator Cranston and Congressman Leon Panetta introducing legislation
to impose a moratorium on oil and gas leasing of portions of California
until the year 2000."0 This would ban the nearshore leasing in the area
that abuts the border. In the Gulf of Mexico, the potential production
trends offshore have been developed 100 miles north of the international
boundary where the trends are nearer shore and in shallower waters.
Drilling continues there even in this time of recession in the oil business.
7. Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act, 43 U.S.C. §§ 1331-1356 (1982); Submerged Lands Act,
43 U.S.C. §§ 1301-1315 (1982).
8. Manners, Offshore Energy Development and the Texas Gulf Coast, TEx. Bus. REv. 7, 9 (Jan.Feb. 1983).
9. Lagoni, supra note 1, at 216.
10. Williams, Oil Work Off California Faces Environmental Threats, OIL AND GAS J., May 2,
1983, at 88.
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These trends appear to swing eastward and further from shore as one
traces them south, but the trends are still well within the 200 mile exclusive economic zones and, of course, they underlie deeper waters.
Geologists R. Q. Foote, R. G. Martin, and R. B. Powers of the United
States Geological Survey (U.S.G.S.) published an assessment of the oil
and gas potential of the boundary region in the Gulf of Mexico. " Their
"maritime boundary region" is that part of the Gulf of Mexico where
ownership and jurisdiction over natural resources has not yet been established. They divide the region into six areas: The Rio Grande Margin
Area (Rio Bravo); the Sigsbee Escarpment Area, the Perdido Foldbelt
Area, the Sigsbee Knolls Area, the Campeche Escarpment Area, and the
Abyssal Gulf Area. The total area is 58,940 square miles (152,660 square
kilometers) and the water depths range from 98 feet (30 meters) on the
continental shelf of the Rio Grande (Rio Bravo) to a maximum of about
12,270 feet (3,740 meters) in the deep Abyssal Plain.
The U.S.G.S. geologists conclude that: (1) Hydrocarbon traps are
present throughout the maritime boundary region of the Gulf of Mexico;
(2) Source beds to generate natural hydrocarbons are present over part
of the Gulf and are probably present over all of the maritime boundary
region; (3) Reservoir rocks are thought to be present in all six of the
areas but in some areas there may not be sufficient porosity and permeability to be commercially productive; (4) Seals over the reservoir rocks
that prevent the upward movement of oil and gas appear to be present
throughout the maritime boundary area; and (5) Estimates of the oil in
place range from 2.24 billion barrels to 21.99 billion barrels, and of the
gas from 5.48 trillion cubic feet to 44.4 trillion cubic feet.
CONCLUSION
The development of hydrocarbons that transcend the border onshore
is a continuing problem of protection of sovereign rights by drilling wells
to protect property from drainage by offsetting wells. It does not necessarily have to be so in the maritime border areas.
Transboundary energy resources can be managed and Mexican and
U.S. leaders should now be seeking to determine institutional arrangements to accommodate this. The issues that may be anticipated in the
development of reservoirs of natural gas and oil that are or may be bisected
by the maritime international boundary should be examined. Relevant
national and international laws and practices need to be studied and
alternatives for a binational protocol need to be developed. 2 These things
11. See generally Foote, Martin & Powers, Oil and Gas Potential of the Maritime Boundary
Region in the Gulf of Mexico, OIL AND GAS J., Dec. 20, 1982, at 81 and Dec. 27, 1982, at 220.
12. Letter from Albert E. Utton to author (July 29, 1985).
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need to be done before the discovery and development of transboundary
oil and gas fields polarize positions and cause negotiations to become
adversarial. The two nations need to be planning now and working together in a project of anticipatory planning with the goal of putting forth
an institutional design for exploration and exploitation. By anticipating
problems before they reach the dispute or crisis stage and by having
options and alternatives proposed in advance, perhaps disputes can be
avoided or lessened, and the resources developed with economic and
engineering efficiency. This could benefit the peoples of both nations.

